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How Much Marijuana Can One Plant Produce? A Pound! Think of your grams per watt ratio like a game of golf,
youre really only playing against yourself. Every time you decide to change your setup, think about How to Produce 1
Gram/Watt of Cannabis from your Grow Light Is it possible? If you were to run a very tight SoG setup, taking
clones and flowering them straight away. 48 Plants per sqm, Aeroponics and a Is 1 gram per watt possible without
CO2 Rollitup In order to get 1 gram per watt. Youd have to do everything to perfection. I used a 600 watt when I grew.
I never got what it figures out to be. How many grams per watt is a satisfying grow for you? Grasscity Measuring
Yield - Cannabis Business Times A yield of one gram per watt is considered the upper limit of whats possible with
indoor grow lights (though it can be beaten)! An average-to-good grow yields about 0.5 grams/watt. One gram per watt
is meant to be a sort of upper limit of what to expect from indoor grow lights as far as yields. 2 grams per watt?
Rollitup Well here we go lets have it.. How many grams per watt is your batting average?? Im just curious. Ill let you
guys know mine when I find LED grams per watt - 420 Magazine Originally Posted by lenngray Youre alluding to the
replacement costs of an HPS bulb? Even if I decided to replace the bulb every 6 months as Gram per watt question 420 Magazine I am dealing with a grow room consultant and he told me we shouldnt have any problems getting at least
1 gram per watt using under current The whole one gram per watt thing - Cannabis Cultivation - Growery Im sure
almost all of you are familiar with the g/watt ratio as measure of ones growing efficiency. Simple though that seems, I
have a question Reasonable goal to get over 1 gram per watt in soil? - General Gram per Watt - Kindle edition by
Icahn Doubleyield. Crafts, Hobbies Ive read enough to know that as a newb, if I can even get half a gram per Watt,
Im doing pretty good. My confusion is in how this is calculated CFLs gram per watt? Rollitup Two Grams Per
Watt? Heath Robinsons Growing, Seen Through Imo this is how it rolls.. And I aint the best grower either. Im just
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an average grower with common sense. Everybody talks of 1 gram per watt like Experienced Growers Yields for
Comparison - The i used 3 36w CFLs and got a yield of 38 grams. it was a scrog 12/12 from seed. buds are quite airy
but has dense top colas, i shouldve gram per watt? Grasscity Forums the gram per watt is so missleading as nobody
adds all the watts to grow it and some do. some only add light. and others add the whole how 2 get gram per watt
Page 2 THCFarmer Community Ok grasscity here is my topic ive been reading around and guys are saying they are
chopping almost 2 grams a watt dry weight. Now i would Grams per Watt - Whats the formula? THCFarmer
Community My personal opinion is that you cant get more than 1 gram per 1 draw watt no matter what light source you
use. If you are drawing 600 watts General Yield Question (about # of grams per watt) - Not the typical Everyone
always said the goal is to meet 1 gram per watt so I figured what the hell if I could get 1/2 gram per watt I would be
happy. When I none We are not talking outdoor yields, so I am not looking for amount per plant. Grams per watt per
day seems to be the best, for indoor purposes. Jacob White of R. Greenleaf Organics LLC in Albuquerque, N.M., says,
We track all of our production by grams per watt of lighting. We add up the total yield of How to Produce 1
Gram/Watt of Cannabis from your Grow Light I often see a gram per watt of nice quality smoke. An LB from one
400 watt or two plus lbs from 1016 watts would be very good for me. I have a Are you getting more than 1 gram per
watt? Tell us how! - Indoor Please take my pollI know there are alot of variables, but Im just looking to get an average
and a high low. Take the poll and please post: 1. LED grams per watt - Page 2 - 420 Magazine Re: What is Highest
grams per watt completed. Critical Kush is a pretty good yielder I thought. That is what I yielded the 600g with in a 2x5
with How many grams per watt do you get? Rollitup Its generally acceptable that if you end up with 1 gram per watt
then you had a good growQuestion - Is this per plant, per square foot or what? Anyone actualy getting 1 gram per
watt??? - THC Talk Its a common misconception that yield efficiency can be accurately described in terms of weight
per watt. The truth is that maximum yield
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